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•  Enable “aha” moments 

#B2B STRATEGIC PRICING tweet 
Book01: Game-Changing Pricing 
Strategies for Manufacturing and 
Service Companies aims to provide 
readers with the understanding of 
effective strategic pricing. This book, 
written by strategic pricing specialist 
and ProfitSmart Solutions LLC 
founder Bob Bonacorsi, was designed 
to deliver practical yet comprehensive 
insights into the why, how, and who of 
successful implementation and 
integration of the strategic pricing 
process into any business. 

Want More Info? Contact the Author or Your THiNKaha Sales Representative 
 

Visit the book’s webpage at http://thinkaha.com/books/b2b-strategic-pricing/ 

More about the Book: 
 
In this book, readers will discover why 
pricing is the most important profit 
driver and how strategic pricing is 
absolutely critical in optimizing prices. 
The book outlines the various basic 
steps on implementing and integrating 
strategic pricing into any business and 
how exactly the strategic pricing 
process can increase their customers’ 
satisfaction. 
 
This book was written as a concise and 
easy-to-read marketing book that 
breaks down the complex ideas behind 
strategic pricing and it delivers in one 
straightforward, no-frills, but highly-
effective, package. 

Prices for customized (starburst and/or logo on jacket, letter 
inside) books: 

§   10-99*  -  $ 15.96/book  
§   100-249*  -  $ 14.96/book  
§   250-499**  -  $ 13.96/book  
§   500-749**  -  $ 12.97/book  
§   750-999  -  $ 11.97/book 
§   1,000-4,499  -  $ 9.98/book 
§   5,000-9,999  -  $ 8.99/book 
§   10,000-24,999  -  $ 6.99/book 
§   25,000-99,999  -  $ 5.99/book 
§   100,000-999,999  -  $ 3.99/book 
§   1,000,000+  -  $ 1.10/book 

eBooks: 
§   1-10*  -  $ 11.95/book  
§   10-999*  -  $ 7.50/book  
§   1,000+ **  -  $ 3.50/book (in lots of 1000) 
 

* Plus $500 customization charge  
** Plus $250 customization charge  
Note: Will add shipping (and tax in CA) 
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